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Language Assistance Plan
Updated April 1, 2020

Pursuant to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, DOT’s implementing regulations, and Executive
Order 13166, “Improving Access to Services for Persons with Limited English Proficiency” (65 FR
50121, Aug. 11, 2000), Federal Transit Administration (FTA) funding recipients shall take
reasonable steps to ensure meaningful access to benefits, services, information, and other
important portions of their programs and activities for individuals who have Limited-English
Proficiency (LEP).
SacRT provides essential mobility for LEP persons. SacRT therefore takes steps to ensure
access to the benefits, services, information and other important portions of SacRT programs and
activities for LEP populations. This Language Assistance Plan (LAP) includes a Four Factor
analysis, which is used to determine the language assistance needs from the public and capability
of SacRT to meet them. This plan works in concert with the SacRT Public Participation Plan
(PPP), which allows all persons to effectively participate in SacRT’s decision-making process.
Combined with this LAP, these plans constitute SacRT’s official policy and evidence of
compliance with FTA directives on language assistance and public participation.

Four Factor Analysis
In order to best ensure the most meaningful access to SacRT programs, services, and activities
for LEP populations, SacRT conducted a Four Factor Analysis in 2017, as suggested in the
federal guidance to assist with LAP program development. This report updates the 2017 report.
The updated analysis began in the winter of 2020 with research and data collection from multiple
sources, and continued with telephone and staff interviews, as well as surveying efforts conducted
in February and March 2020. The following four factors have been utilized in language access
planning throughout the development of the LEP program, also known as a Language Assistance
Plan:
Factor 1 - Estimate the number or proportion of LEP persons served or encountered in
the eligible service population.
Factor 2 - Assess the frequency with which LEP persons come in contact with SacRT
programs, activities or services.
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Factor 3 - Assess the importance to LEP Persons of SacRT’s programs, activities and
services.
Factor 4 - Evaluate the resources available to SacRT and overall cost to provide LEP
assistance.

FACTOR 1
Estimate the number or proportion of LEP persons served or encountered in the eligible service
population.
The guidance states: “the greater the number or proportion of LEP persons from a particular
language group served or encountered in the eligible service population, the more likely language
services are needed.”
SacRT has utilized the following data sources to obtain information in determining the most
common languages spoken in the SacRT service area by LEP persons:
•
•

US Census Bureau’s 2011-2015 American Community Survey (ACS)
California Department of Education

FTA describes limited English proficiency as having a limited ability to read, write, speak, or
understand English. Data from the 2011–15 ACS five-year estimates were used to analyze the
number of LEP persons living in Sacramento County. The US Census table, “Language Spoken
at Home by Ability to Speak English for the Population 5 Years and Over” was used to estimate
the number of LEP people for all census tracts within the county. To calculate the number of
people with limited English proficiency, the counts of people who self-reported to speak English
less than “very well” were summed.
The total LEP population in Sacramento County is 185,903 people, or approximately 13.6 percent
of the total population above the age of five. The largest single group of LEP persons is composed
of Spanish speakers, which represent 37.7% of the LEP population of the service area;
approximately 72,108 people in Sacramento County area are limited-English Spanish speakers.
The top five language groups (Table 1) of LEP persons within the service area make up 69.3%
percent of the total LEP population.
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Table 1. People in the SacRT Service Area Who Speak English Less than "Very Well" at Home

Language Spoken at Home

Persons

Percent of Total
Population

Percent of
LEP
Population
Spanish or Spanish Creole
72,018
5.3%
38.7%
Chinese
21,025
1.5%
11.3%
Vietnamese
13,133
1.0%
7.1%
Russian
12,989
1.0%
7.0%
Hmong
9,586
0.7%
5.2%
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2011 to 2015 American Survey Community 5-Year estimates
USDOT “safe harbor” guidance from FTA C 4702.1B states that a recipient of FTA funds should
provide “written translation of vital documents for each eligible LEP language group that
constitutes five percent (5%) or 1,000, whichever is less, of the population of persons eligible to
be served or likely to be affected or encountered.” The total population age 5 years and older
estimated by the 2011 to 2015 ACS for Sacramento County area is 1,366,795. Table 6 shows 22
languages with more than 1,000 estimated LEP persons. Overall, the ACS 5-year data reported
88 different languages spoken in the service area.
Table 2. Safe Harbor Languages

Language

LEP
Population Percent
of
Total
Estimate
Population
72,018
5.3%
Spanish or Spanish Creole
21,025
1.5%
Chinese
13,133
1.0%
Vietnamese
12,989
1.0%
Russian
9,586
0.7%
Hmong
8,795
0.6%
Tagalog
Other Indic languages
7,816
0.6%
6,184
0.5%
Other Slavic languages
4,223
0.3%
Other Asian languages
4,082
0.3%
Hindi
3,177
0.2%
Korean
2,565
0.2%
Other Pacific Island languages
2,462
0.2%
Other Indo-European languages
2,319
0.2%
Persian
2,254
0.2%
Arabic
2,054
0.2%
Laotian
1,743
0.1%
Japanese
1,467
0.1%
Armenian
1,349
0.1%
African languages
1,194
0.1%
Mon-Khmer, Cambodian
5,468
0.4%
Other Languages
Total
185,903
13.6%
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2011 to 2015 American Survey Community 5-Year estimates
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In addition to the ACS 2011-2015 five-year estimates, the Factor 1 analysis considered language
data from the California Department of Education (CDE) English Language Learners Database
(ELL). The state’s ELL Database is another tool for identifying concentrations of potential LEP
populations based on recent public school enrollment data.
This data includes statistics on the language spoken at home by students who are English
learners for primary and secondary school students ranging from kindergarten to high school. It
is assumed that if children are identified as speaking a language other than English and are
considered “English Learners,” then their parents or adult guardians are likely to speak the same
language at home. This dataset can be helpful in determining concentrations of the population
speaking a similar language.
The CDE reported a 2018 to 2019 enrollment of 499,327 students within the 375 primary and
secondary schools in Sacramento County. Table 3 shows the breakdown for the languages with
more than 1,000 English learners. The CDE language Census data reported 62 separate
languages spoken by students in the service area.
Table 3. English Language Learners in Sacramento County K-12 Schools

Language
Total ELL Students
Percent of Total
Spanish
20,757
49.5%
Russian
3,105
7.4%
Hmong
2,776
6.6%
Chinese*
1,796
4.3%
Farsi (Persian)
1,453
3.5%
Vietnamese
1,319
3.1%
Arabic
1,224
2.9%
Pashto
1,139
2.7%
All Others
7,133
17.0%
Total
41,903
100%
Source: Language Census Data - 2018-19 School Year, California Department of Education.
*Mandarin and Cantonese have been combined into “Chinese” for comparability with U.S. Census
Bureau data.
ACS data was mapped to provide a geographic representation of where concentrations of LEP
persons live and to show what languages are spoken at home in those areas. Figure 1 shows the
percentage of LEP persons by census tract, regardless of the language spoken at home.
To identify locations containing large concentrations of LEP individuals that belong to the top five
language groups, each language group was mapped with the ACS data as well as the ELL data
by school and language. These maps are depicted in Figure 2 through Figure 6.
Spanish speaking populations reside in many Sacramento area neighborhoods, including South
Sacramento centered on Franklin Boulevard between 12th Avenue and Mack Road, Oak Park,
Stockton Boulevard, North Highlands, Foothill Farms, Rancho Cordova, Natomas, Del Paso
Heights and Northgate.
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Chinese-speaking populations include both Mandarin and Cantonese languages. A large number
of Chinese-speaking LEPs reside in and around South Sacramento, between Stockton Boulevard
and Power Inn Road and the Greenhaven-Pocket area.
Many Russian speaking neighborhoods are located near Greenback Lane, Auburn, Antelope
Road, and North Highlands.
Sacramento’s largest Vietnamese population is located in South Sacramento. This community
includes a two-mile stretch between Fruitridge Road and Florin Road on Stockton Boulevard.
The Hmong population in Sacramento County is among the largest in the country, along with the
City of Fresno. A majority of the Hmong community is located in South Sacramento near or along
Meadowview Road, Mack Road, and Detroit Boulevard. Susan B. Anthony Elementary School,
which is located on Detroit Boulevard, is home to the only Hmong dual-language immersion
program on the West Coast.
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Figure 1. Limited English Speakers Density Map
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Figure 2. Spanish Speakers with Limited English Proficiency
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Figure 3. Chinese Speakers with Limited English Proficiency
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Figure 4. Russian Speakers with Limited English Proficiency
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Figure 5. Vietnamese Speakers with Limited English Proficiency
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Figure 6. Hmong Speakers with Limited English Proficiency
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FACTOR 2:
The frequency with which LEP persons come in contact with SacRT programs, activities or
services.
SacRT has utilized the following data sources to obtain information in determining the frequency
in which LEP persons come in contact with SacRT programs, activities, and services, and the
importance to LEP persons of SacRT’s program, activities, and services:
•
•
•
•
•

SacRT On-Board Survey data
SacRT Operator Survey data
SacRT Customer Service Representative Survey data
Language Interpretation Service Statistics
Community organizations serving LEP constituents

SacRT On-Board Survey data
The on-board survey was suspended due to COVID-19 concerns. This section will be updated
once the survey is able to be completed.

SacRT Operator Survey data
To obtain information about SacRT’s LEP passengers, staff provided an optional survey for
operators in March 2020. The survey was designed to collect information pertaining to SacRT’s
LEP passengers directly from the first point of contact. Seventy-Six percent of operators reported
having contact with LEP individuals daily with the most common languages being Spanish,
Russian, Arabic and Chinese. Approximately half of the operators reported that it is difficult to
communicate with LEP passengers, while the other half indicated that it was easy. On a scale of
1 to 10, with 1 being not difficult at all and 10 being very difficult, operators showed an average
score of 5.75 in the difficulty of communicating with LEP passengers compared to other issues
they face.
According to the survey, the most common questions asked by LEP individuals are regarding how
to get to a location, which stop corresponds to their destination, and fares. Operators
communicate in various ways with these individuals depending on the question asked. For
questions regarding fares they point to the fare signage; maps and diagrams are used to show
them how to get to their location; and operators alert LEP passengers when they arrive at their
desired stop. Sixty-two percent of operators did indicate that they ask other passengers on board
to help translate when possible.
The top five routes reported by SacRT bus operators that serve a large number of LEP
passengers include:
•
•
•
•
•

Route 23 - El Camino
Route 25 - Marconi
Route 51 - Stockton/Broadway
Routes 67/68 - Franklin/44th Street/MLK
Route 81 - Florin/65th Street
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SacRT Customer Service Representative Survey data
In addition to SacRT operator feedback, the SacRT Customer Service Representatives (CSRs)
were also provided with an optional survey about the importance of SacRT’s programs, activities
and services to LEP persons.
Approximately 60% of the CSRs have at least daily contact with a LEP passenger. During these
telephone contacts, the most common languages they are asked to have translated include
Russian, Spanish and Hindi.

Language Interpretation Service Statistics
When translation is requested through the call-center, SacRT’s CSRs utilize a third-party
telephone interpretation service called TeleLanguage. Through this service, the CSR’s are able
to provide route, fare, and schedule information to LEP callers, as well as assist them in booking
rides for SmaRT Ride (the on-demand curb-to-curb shuttle service). In addition to TeleLanguage
there are CSRs who are fluent in Spanish
Between January 2017 and December 2019, the CSR’s have taken 482 calls, a 62% increase
from the previous three-year period, using the TeleLanguage phone service. This includes 8 new
languages that were requested, and four that were requested previously but not during this period.
The following information is a breakdown of the total number of calls by language:
Table 4. Language Line Use by Language

Language
SPANISH
CANTONESE
RUSSIAN
MANDARIN
VIETNAMESE
ARABIC
FARSI
KOREAN
DARI
CHINESE TOISANESE
LAO
PORTUGUESE
ALBANIAN
ARMENIAN
CAMBODIAN
HINDI
HMONG
ILOCANO (Filipino)
POLISH
UKRANIAN
URDU

TeleLanguage Usage
451
78
58
46
42
20
4
4
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Change from Previous Plan
+156
+45
+7
-4
+19
+7
-1
+1
+2
+2
-1
-1
+1
+1
+1
+1
0
+1
+1
+1
0

When translation is requested in advance (72 hours or more) of an in-person outreach event,
SacRT utilize a third-party translator through their business contract with Carmazzi.

FACTOR 3:
The importance to LEP Persons of SacRT’s program, activities and services
In order to understand the importance of SacRT’s programs, activities, and services, nine
telephone interviews were conducted in March 2020 with members of community organizations
that serve LEP constituents. To supplement the interviews, a questionnaire was sent out to 24
additional community groups serving LEP individuals, and two responses were received. The
agencies that were contacted and/or participated provide services including, but not limited to,
translation and interpretation services, immigration services, refugee resettlement, foreignlanguage media, adult English as a second language classes, etc.
Interviewees and those filling out the questionnaire were asked about the LEP populations they
serve, including languages spoken; trends in age, education, and economic status; areas of
familiarity; popular destinations and neighborhoods; as well as where the demand for public transit
services exists. Participating agencies include:
Opening Doors, Inc.:
Opening Doors provides refugee resettlement, immigration legal services, support for
survivors of human trafficking, English language development, and economic
development services to the Spanish, Tagalog, Mandarin, Urdu, Pashto and Darispeaking communities of Sacramento.
Slavic Assistance Center:
The Slavic Assistance Center serves the Russian and Ukrainian-speaking communities.
They help with social services and communicate to their members via a newsletter, social
media, online collaboration and productivity platforms, and networking events.
Slavic Community Center of Sacramento:
Slavic social services and cultural orientation by providing Russian and Ukrainian
individuals information on education options; immigration services; document preparation;
financial and educational assistance and support; citizenship classes and applications;
and translation and interpretation services.
La Familia Counseling Center (LFCC):
LFCC has served the Sacramento Spanish speaking community for over 47 years and
has extensive experience connecting with unserved and underserved populations. They
have established themselves as a trusted community partner by providing free high-quality
services in five key areas: Education and Youth development, Early Childhood Family
Support, Behavioral Health, Health Navigation Services and Employment Services
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Organization 1:
Organization 1 serves the Arabic, Cantonese, Mandarin, Russian, Spanish, Vietnamese,
Pashto, Turkish, Farsi, and Urdu speaking communities. They help with education and
English learning and communicate to their members via social media and in-person small
group tutoring.
Southeast Asian Assistance Center (SAAC):
SAAC is a non-profit that provides interpretive services to different county social
assistance agencies and other agencies that have a need for these services. They
currently serve the Vietnamese, Hmong, Spanish, Chinese dialects (Cantonese,
Mandarin), Russian, Punjabi, Hindi, Urdu, Mien, Pashto, Dari, and Farsi speaking
communities.
California Hispanic Resource Council (CHRC):
CHRC provides consumer fraud awareness programs, immigration and naturalization
assistance, as well as referrals to other organizations or governmental agencies. CHRC
mostly serves the Spanish-speaking community.
Crossings TV:
Provides locally-oriented, produced and marketed multi-cultural programming and content
in Hmong, Mandarin, Cantonese, Vietnamese, Tagalog, Japanese, Hindi, Punjabi, and
Russian efficiently linking its targeted audiences and commercial, non-commercial and
governmental entities.
Asian Resources Inc. (ARI):
ARI services include ESL classes, financial literary/education, career readiness
workshops, youth programs, senior social programs, VITA tax, citizenship classes,
expungement clinics, job placement, enrollment into CalFresh, Medical and Covered CA,
and translation/interpretation services. ARI services a variety of language communities
including Chinese, Vietnamese, Hmong, Mien, Laos, Thai, Tagalog, Spanish, Urdu, Hindi,
Panjabi, Russian, Dari, Farsi, Pashto, Turkish, and Ukrainian
Afisha Media Group:
Afisha Media Group is the leading trusted source of information for the Russian and
Ukrainian immigrant community. They publish Afisha Magazine, Diaspora Newspaper,
and run the Radio Ethno.fm (87.7) 24hr. radio station that shares news and government
announcements.
Arab Community Center for Integration Services (ACCIS):
Formally a project under One World for Love and Peace, ACCIS provides referral services
to newly arrived Arab immigrants and refugees as well as youth and women community
programs to the Arabic-speaking community.
From these interviews and surveys, staff was able to identify specific communities of the service
area and match them to bus routes and rail stations to provide more focused outreach when and
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where it is needed. The interview results demonstrate how SacRT can customize the assistance
approach for each LEP group by having identified the LEP groups and how frequently they come
in contact with SacRT programs, activities, and/or services. Table 5 provides a summary for each
organization contacted, the languages they serve, LEP populations, transit usage and the best
way to communicate with LEP populations. Table 6 is a summary by language group outlining
where these population groups live and the best way to communicate.
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Table 5. Outreach Summary

Organization

Languages Served

English Proficiency

Opening Doors

Spanish, Tagalog,
Mandarin, Urdu,
Pashto and Dari

40-50% of clients
have poor English
language skills

Crossings TV

Hmong,
Mandarin,
Cantonese,
Vietnamese,
Tagalog,
Japanese, Hindi,
Punjabi, and
Russian

Unknown

Where LEP
Groups Live
Oak Park, Elk
Grove, Rancho
Cordova,
Carmichael and
Arden-Arcade.

Little Saigon, Elk
Grove
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SacRT Usage
25% use transit frequently.
Due to rising rent prices,
many are moving further
away where the rent is
more affordable. This
contributes to longer
transit commutes and
more frequent bus
transfers, which are often
confusing and scary for LEP
people. As a result, more
people, are likely to
rideshare. There is also
limited familiarity with bus
schedules and fares, not
being able to purchase
daily passes at a greater
number of locations can be
a barrier for people who
are not likely to ride transit
often.
Unknown

Best ways to
communicate
Paper materials available,
verbal announcements

CBO outreach,
community festivals and
events

Organization

Languages Served

English Proficiency

Southeast Asian
Assistance Center

Vietnamese,
Hmong, Spanish,
Chinese dialects
(Cantonese,
Mandarin),
Russian, Punjabi,
Hindi, Urdu, Mien,
Pashto, Dari, and
Farsi
Chinese,
Vietnamese,
Hmong, Mien,
Laos, Thai,
Tagalog, Spanish,
Urdu, Hindi,
Panjabi, Russian,
Dari, Farsi,
Pashto, Turkish,
Ukrainian

90-95% of clients
have poor English
language skills

Asian Resources
Inc

65% rely on ARI for
language assistance

Where LEP
Groups Live
Unknown

SacRT Usage

South
Sacramento,
Citrus Heights,
Arden Arcade and
Oak Park

40% of ARI’s clients use
transit frequently. ARI has
SacRT route and schedule
information on their
community wall for
members to use, and
estimates that 20 members
use these materials per
week.
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Unknown

Best ways to
communicate
Unknown

Educating them inlanguage about the
benefits of public transit,
how easy it is to use and
demonstrating how to
use it, and discounted
pricing.

Organization

Languages Served

English Proficiency

Where LEP
Groups Live
Natomas, South
Sacramento,
North
Sacramento, and
North Highlands

California Hispanic
Resource Council

Spanish

30% of clients having
poor English
language skills.

La Familia
Counseling Center

Spanish

70% of community
members are not
fluent in English

South
Sacramento, Galt,
Citrus Heights and
North Sacramento

Afisha Media
Group

Russian and
Ukrainian

Unknown

West Sacramento,
Rancho Cordova,
Carmichael, and
Citrus Heights
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SacRT Usage
Roughly 5-10% of these
clients tend to ride transit
frequently. This is because
routes are limited, stops
are often far from the
clients’ final destination,
and wait times, especially
for the bus, are very long.
Unfamiliarity with the
SacRT system also plays a
determining role. As a
result, many folks would
rather walk, bike, or get a
ride from someone that
they know.
Unknown

1-2%, Most simply do not
understand how the
system works and are not
sure where to go to get the
right information.

Best ways to
communicate
Spanish-speaking staff or
volunteers, and through
word of mouth

Bilingual flyers and video
explanations offered in
peoples’ native
languages.
Cultural/languagespecific tv and radio
station announcements
are also effective.
Facebook, community
events

Organization

Languages Served

English Proficiency

Arab Community
Center for
Integration
Services

Arabic

60% of members
have poor English
language ability

Slavic Community
Center of
Sacramento

Russian

70% of clients have
poor English
language skills

Slavic Assistance
Center

Russian and
Ukrainian

Organization 1

Arabic,
Cantonese,
Mandarin,
Russian, Spanish,
Vietnamese,
Pashto, Turkish,
Farsi, and Urdu

50% of their
members have a
limited
understanding of
English
50% of their
members have a
limited
understanding of
English

Where LEP
Groups Live
Fulton Avenue,
the area near
American River
College
(particularly the
apartment
complexes on
Myrtle Avenue),
and Natomas
Throughout the
Sacramento area

SacRT Usage

Unknown

50% of the organization’s
members use transit, and
the biggest barrier to
transit is difficulty
understanding the system.
25% of the organization’s
members use transit
frequently, and most of
them are elementary
school students who are
too young to make their
own transportation
decisions.

Unknown
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30% of ACCIS members use
transit frequently, but over
the last 3 years, most
members have focused on
car ownership since many
have a difficult time
accessing the right
information and
understanding the routes.
Less than 1% of clients use
transit.

Best ways to
communicate
In-person informational
sessions, community
events, flyers, Facebook
posts, distributing
through school, and
individual texts

Russian radio, booklets
and other print materials,
information in the
Diaspora newspaper, and
postings to their website
and social media account
Newsletter, social media,
online collaboration and
productivity platforms,
and networking events
One-on-one
communication

Table 6. LEP Summary by Language

Language
Spanish

Russian
Vietnamese
Chinese

Arabic

Where Individuals Reside
Natomas,
South
Sacramento, North
Sacramento, Citrus Heights, Oak Park, Galt,
Elk Grove, Rancho Cordova, Carmichael,
Arden-Arcade and North Highlands
West Sacramento, Rancho Cordova,
Carmichael, and Citrus Heights
Little Saigon (i.e., Stockton Blvd, between
Fruitridge and Florin)
Citrus Heights, South Sacramento, Oak Park,
Rancho Cordova, Carmichael and ArdenArcade
Fulton Ave, Myrtle Ave, Natomas
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Best Ways to Communicate
In-person (one-on-one), word-of-mouth, flyers,
videos/TV, Radio

Organization newsletters, social media, radio, Inperson (one-on-one), TV, and community events
In-person (one-on-one), TV, Community Events
In-person (one-on-one),
Community Events

Flyers,

Radio,

TV,

In-person (one-on-one), community events, flyers,
social media, through the school system, texting

FACTOR 4:
Evaluate the resources available to SacRT and overall cost to provide LEP assistance.
SacRT’s Fiscal Year 2019 operating budget totals $169 million. SacRT’s total budget for
Marketing and Communications was $1 million, including labor, materials, and expenses.
Language assistance impacts SacRT’s budget in the following ways:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Costs of translation into six languages
Costs for live telephone interpretation services
Costs for interpreters at Board meetings and hearings, when requested
Additional printing costs for key documents
Additional administrative and training costs
Additional costs for outreach labor and materials for potentially impactful construction
projects in LEP areas

Direct costs for written translation, telephone interpretation, and in-person interpretation for
public meetings total $4,000 between fiscal year 2017 and 2019. Since 2017, SacRT staff has
been providing key documents for customers in English and six additional languages:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spanish
Chinese
Vietnamese
Russian
Hmong
Punjabi

Implementation Plan for Language Assistance
This section describes SacRT’s current and future plans for providing language assistance to LEP
persons.

Identifying LEP Persons Who Need Language Assistance
“Agencies would be well advised to ask LEP persons whether they are aware of the types of
language assistance the agency provides, which of these forms are most beneficial, and what, if
any, additional language assistance measures would be most beneficial.” (DOT LEP Guidance
Section V(4)).
The Four Factor analysis showed that there is frequent contact between LEP individuals and
SacRT personnel. Language line calls, outreach interviews, the customer survey, and the
employee survey all show a high degree of contact between persons with limited English
proficiency and SacRT. Based on the feedback received throughout the extensive outreach and
research effort conducted as part of this update, it is clear that LEP customers are able to get
information about SacRT services and programs and that language barriers are not strong
inhibitors to accessing services. To ensure that LEP customers can continue to get information
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on SacRT services and programs, SacRT will continue to undertake the current translation
activities and begin using a tiered approach (commonly used by other large systems such as
BART) to determine thresholds for language translation. At each Title VI Program Update, SacRT
will reevaluate thresholds based on its LEP tracking data so that it corresponds to the language
groups frequently encountered within the tiered approach. In addition to language translations,
SacRT will continue to use pictograms on all wayfinding signage.

Providing Language Assistance
This section describes the current and future services that SacRT provides for enhancing the
access of its system to LEP persons.

Existing LEP Programs and Services
The following is a summary of the language assistance, programs, and services currently
provided in addition to the bilingual customer service staff and operators. Several of the
documents have a statement on how to obtain information printed in each language stating, “For
route, schedule and fare information, call 916-321-BUSS (2877)." For document examples please
see the Appendix A to the Title VI Program Update.
Table 7. Existing/Prior Translation as Documented in the 2017 LAP Update

Document/Program
TeleLanguage
Public Hearing Notices
Title VI Notice on Bus, Light Rail, SmaRT Ride, and
Paratransit Vehicles
Title VI Notice on Web Site
Title VI Complaint Form on Web Site
Public Notices Regarding Fare Change Proposals
Public Notices Regarding Service Change Proposals
Passenger Origin/Destination and Demographic Surveys
Public notice regarding upcoming service change
Potentially impactful construction project information
Printed Pocket Timetables with statement on how to obtain
information
How to Ride Guide with statement on how to obtain
information
Station Wayfinding
Ticket Vending Machine Menus
SacRT Web Site
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Current Translation
Over 20 languages
Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Hmong,
Vietnamese and Punjabi
Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Hmong,
Vietnamese and Punjabi
Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Hmong,
and Vietnamese
Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Hmong,
Vietnamese, and Punjabi
Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Hmong,
Vietnamese, and Punjabi
Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Hmong,
Vietnamese, and Punjabi
Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Hmong,
Vietnamese, and Punjabi
Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Hmong,
Vietnamese and Punjabi
Varies based on LEP population in
vicinity
Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Hmong,
Vietnamese, and Punjabi.
Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Hmong,
Vietnamese, and Punjabi
Pictograms and Braille
Spanish
Google Translation available in over
100 languages

Document/Program
Connect Card Web Site

Current Translation
Google Translation available in over
100 languages
Spanish
Varies based on LEP population in
vicinity
Spanish and additional languages
based on LEP population in vicinity of
service being promoted
Varies based on LEP population in
vicinity
City Year, Crossing TV, Russian
American Media Group, Asian
Resources, Latino Roundtable,
Sacramento Asian Chamber,
Sacramento Hispanic Chamber

Connect Card Brochure
Safety Campaign
Promotional Campaigns

Neighborhood Targeted TV Commercial
Community Partnerships

SacRT uses the partnerships with LEP organizations as a network to send out toolkits with user
information, and disseminate information at the organizations’ locations and through social media.
Recently, SacRT has worked with Spanish language TV and radio broadcast organizations to
create commercials promoting new routes and services.
In accordance with the tiered process for document translation, SacRT will make the following
changes as outlined below. The tiered approach changes current practices so that Tier 2
documents will now be translated into Arabic and no longer translated into Punjabi. Tier 3
documents (Vital Documents) will now be translated into nine additional languages.
Tier 1- Limited Communications Media
Tier 1 languages include all languages that meet one of the follow criteria: 1) More than 5% of the
total population identified in the census as not speaking English well; 2) Contains at least 25% of
ELL students. The narrow selection of languages in this tier recognizes limitations inherent in the
communications media used, such as space constraints. The only Tier 1 Language is Spanish.
The following documents are Tier 1 documents:
•
•
•
•

Fare information decal on bus farebox
Ticket vending machine
Connect Card brochure
Promotional campaigns

Tier 2 – Title VI Activities and Outreach
Tier 2 languages include tier 1 languages, plus any additional language that utilizes the
TeleLanguage service at least once a month or has been identified through the customer survey
or staff surveys as having frequent contact. The translation criteria for this tier recognizes
constraints in agency resources for extensive translation. Tier 2 languages are Spanish, Arabic,
Chinese, Vietnamese, Russian, and Hmong. The following documents are Tier 2 documents:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public hearing notices
Public notices regarding fare change proposals
Public notices regarding service change proposals
Passenger origin/destination and demographic surveys
Printed pocket timetables
How to Ride Guide
Neighborhood targeted TV commercial

Tier 3 – Vital Documents
Tier 3 includes all 14 specific Safe Harbor Languages listed in Table 2. Tier 3 languages are
Spanish, Arabic, Chinese, Vietnamese, Russian, Hmong, Tagalog, Hindi, Korean, Persian,
Laotian, Japanese, Armenian, and Mon-Khmer. The following documents are Tier 3 documents:
• Title VI Notice on Bus, Light Rail, SmaRT Ride, and Paratransit Vehicles
• Title VI Notice on Website
• Title VI Complaint Form on Website
Tier 3 – Targeted
On a case-by-case basis for construction projects and route-specific changes, SacRT, at its
discretion, will translate documents into additional languages if the nature of the document and
the character of the document’s target audience justify additional translation. Additional languages
will be determined by the frequency of encounters with language groups. If SacRT lacks data on
encounters, additional languages may be determined by demographic data and USDOT
guidelines on language translation. The following documents are Tier 3 targeted documents:
•
•
•
•

Potentially impactful construction project information
Safety campaigns
Promotional campaigns
“We Speak Your Language” stickers

Tier 4 – Technology-Dependent
In many cases, technology has allowed for affordable, easy translation into multiple languages.
In these instances, SacRT will continue to use these services for translation as allowed by the
technology. Changes in the affordability, ease, or availability of the technology could result in a
change in translation activities. The documents/programs are as follows:
•
•
•

TeleLanguage Service
Connect Card Website
SacRT Website

To better serve the LEP populations, SacRT will seek to work with mobile app developers who
can support multi-lingual phone apps. To assist operators with LEP customers, “We Speak Your
Language” stickers will be developed and place on board each vehicle. Drivers will be instructed
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to point to the sticker to communicate with LEP passengers. The sticker will have instructions in
all safe harbor languages on how to obtain route, schedule and fare information. Effective
immediately public notices regarding pending major route closures (over 200 boardings per day)
will be translated into the languages of LEP population groups in the vicinity of the closure.

Training Staff
SacRT’s existing staff training for better serving LEP transit customers includes:
•

•

•

•

•

For the Transit Ambassador (ticket inspectors) training, SacRT trains employees to deal with
hearing-impaired passengers with pen and paper. For LEP passengers, SacRT
communicates via a translation app on district-issued smartphones. All new Ambassadors
have 40 hours of classroom training where they learn about managing difficult/uncooperative
passengers and LEP passengers. They also have 80 hours of in-the-field training where they
apply the techniques learned in the classroom.
New bus operators undergo 48 hours of classroom training and 20 hours of behind-the-wheel
training, during which time, as part of their overall customer service curriculum, they are
instructed on language assistance, customers with disabilities, sensitivity training, etc. If an
operator encounters a customer with Limited English Proficiency (LEP) experiencing difficulty
using the system, they are trained to use common-sense methods to assist the customer and
to look for visual cues that might indicate the nature of the question, especially if it is regarding
frequent topics of confusion. (Ex: A customer gesturing toward his/her wallet is likely confused
about the fare. Hesitancy to board the bus in the first place may indicate uncertainty regarding
the bus's destination and/or stops.) Practical measures are encouraged, including enlisting
the assistance of other passengers who may speak the same language, referring to printed
information on the fare structure displayed on the farebox, stating some of the key streets or
destinations that the bus will serve (e.g., "Arden Mall"), or giving the customer the number for
Customer Service, which can render assistance in any language.
Current bus operators are instructed in an ongoing basis in “Passenger Assistance Trainings”
with techniques that cover various communications strategies, such as hand signals. Many
drivers are bilingual and able to communicate with LEP passengers. There are also
multilingual staff available to assist drivers during business hours, and all drivers are instructed
to call into dispatch if additional assistance is needed.
Newly hired Customer Service Representatives go through a minimum of two weeks of
training in the Customer Service Center. Over the course of their training, they meet with
Supervisors/Managers for an overview and basic training on systems, procedures, and
customer service expectations. During this time, they learn where to locate the number for our
language interpretation service, how to access it, and which codes to use when prompted.
Additionally, much of their training consists of observations and hands-on experience with
SacRT current staff at their desks in the Call Center or at the registers in the Sales Center.
During this side-by-side training and mentoring, new hires are able to see how interpretation
calls are handled first-hand before they try them on their own.
Newly hired van drivers go through “Passenger Assistance Training” where they are trained
in techniques to communicate with individuals who do not speak English, as well as those
with speech impediments, hearing- or visually-impaired, lip readers, developmentally
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disabled, or epileptic. Throughout the course of the training drivers receive hands-on training
with passengers covering a variety of scenarios. Correct visual leads or hand gestures
(pointing for a direction, use of the stairs, use of the lift, how are you paying) are often used
in training and many are universal for any language. All drivers are trained to call into dispatch
if they need additional assistance where there is staff on call 7 days a week.

Providing Notice to LEP Persons
USDOT LEP guidance states: “Once an agency has decided, based on the four factors, that it will
provide language service, it is important that the recipient notify LEP persons of services available
free of charge. Recipients should provide this notice in languages LEP persons can understand.”
SacRT currently provides notification through the public using the methods outlined in the Public
Participation Plan.

Monitoring and Updating the LEP Plan
SacRT has designated the Marketing Department to provide oversight and coordination of the
implementation of this Language Assistance Plan. The Marketing Department fulfills most of the
duties specified in the LAP, with the Customer Satisfaction Department and Operations also
playing key roles. The Planning Department coordinates SacRT’s triennial program updates,
including demographic analysis and stakeholder interviews. Every three years, SacRT will review
the effectiveness of the LAP using strategies that may include, but are not limited to the following:
•
•
•
•

Solicit direct feedback from community organizations by distributing a questionnaire or holding
focus group sessions on communicating with LEP individuals;
Assess the demographic composition of Sacramento County using the most current census
and California Department of Education data, and regularly update;
Conduct internal monitoring and random spot checks of LEP services;
Measure the actual frequency of contact by LEP persons by collecting information from
TeleLanguage usage, CSR interviews, and operator surveys.
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